Welcome!
Thank you for joining us for a week of discovery as we spend a few
days together expanding our horizons and learning from each other at
TypeCon2011: Surge in the fantastic city of New Orleans, Louisiana!
The Tuesday night Handmade Design reception at Loyola University’s Collins C. Diboll Gallery is just the start of the evening events.
They continue with the youthful enthusiasm of our Wednesday night
speaker, Jessica Hische, followed by the renowned Ed Benguiat, our
keynote speaker on Thursday evening. The pre-conference workshops, the Education Forum, and the main conference presentations
will span a broad range of topics and will contain something of interest for everyone. We hope you will be both inspired and motivated by
all you experience.
We could not continue to have this conference were it not for our
sponsors and their tremendous support. In addition to our corporate
sponsors we would also like to thank our presenting and event partners Loyola University and the Type Directors Club, as well as all the
volunteers that make this conference possible.
TypeCon has something for all who are passionate about type,
design, and the arts. SOTA is an all-volunteer organization, and everyone involved has contributed many hours to bring you an affordable,
high-quality event designed to educate, inspire and entertain.
Let’s SURGE forward to taste all New Orleans has to offer!
Deborah Gonet, Chair
Board of Directors
The Society of Typographic Aficionados (SOTA)
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Conference Program at a Glance

Tuesday
5:00 pm Handmade Design:

Opening Reception
Presented with
Loyola University

Collins C. Diboll Gallery,
Loyola University

Wednesday
PRE-CONFERENCE
WORKSHOPS

9:00 am Full Day Session
Create Typographic Posters
Reflecting New Orleans’ Culture
Rafael Díaz Rey &
Ketty Miranda Orozco

9:00 am Half-Day Sessions: Morning
Japanese Stab Bookbinding
Jenny LeBlanc
Having Fun With Blackletter
Vince Mitchell
Web Typography (CSS & XHTML)
Viviana Cordova

1:30 pm Half-Day Sessions: Afternoon
Hands-On CSS &
CSS3 Typography
Marcin Wichary
Typography Using Processing
& Illustrator
Viviana Cordova

7:30 pm Jessica Hische

Sponsored by Type Directors Club
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Thursday
PRE-CONFERENCE
WORKSHOPS

9:00 am Full Day Sessions
Glass Gilding
John Downer & Leonard Otillio
Letterpress Maze Book
Angela Driscoll
Fontographer Basics
Jim Gallagher
How To Be A Friend
Erik Marinovich &
Aaron Carámbula

9:00 am Half-Day Session: Morning
Pen/Dance Mary Hart

1:30 pm Half-Day Session: Afternoon
Swingin’ Brush Letters
Mary Hart

TYPE & DESIGN
EDUCATION FORUM
See page 6

6:30 pm Keynote Presentation:
Persuasive Branding
(or Making Your Type Talk)
Ed Benguiat

Conference Program at a Glance

Friday
8:00 am
8:30 am
8:30 am
8:40 am

Continental Breakfast
Exhibits & Marketplace Open
Opening Remarks
Analog Dialog / Painting Signs in
New Orleans Yvette Rutledge

9:25 am Tactility and Typographic Space;
Type as Material Form Will Hill

Saturday
8:00 am
8:30 am
8:30 am
8:40 am

Continental Breakfast
Exhibits & Marketplace Open
Opening Remarks
A Paradox in Black and White
Akira Kobayashi

9:25 am Adventures in Letterdrawing for
Crude Media, & Co David Berlow

10:05 am Coffee Break

10:05 am Coffee Break

10:30 am Eccentric Characters: Engraved

10:30 am New Problems of Book Design

Print Notations from the Historic
New Orleans Collection
(Type in 20) Nancy Sharon Collins

10:50 am Typography of the “Generation
Y,” prior to “Generation Z”!
(Type in 20) Mehmet Gözetlik

(Type in 20) John Berry

10:50 am Where the Rubber Meets the
Road: Where are Designers
Going with Web Fonts?
(Type in 20) Scott Boms,
Brian Warren & Luke Dorny

11:10 am Elegy, A New Typeface Design

11:10 am Making Graphic Design Easier:

11:35 am The Great Readability Scandal

11:35 am PSE QSL TNX BCNU 73s & 88s:

and How It Came About
(Type in 20) Jim Wasco

William Berkson

12:15 pm Lunch Break
2:00 pm Best Practices for Producing
Web Fonts Bill Davis

2:50 pm Explorations in Typography

(Type in 20) Carolina de Bartolo

3:10 pm Artifacts All Around: Typographic
Curiosities at the Cary Collection
(Type in 20)
Amelia Hugill-Fontanel

3:30 pm Coffee Break
3:50 pm Typography of the Cherokee

Language Through History: The
Positive Effects of Orthography
Joseph Erb & Roy Boney

4:35 pm Catalyst Award Presentation
Erin McLaughlin

5:25 pm Dinner Break
5:30 pm Making Faces: Metal Type
in the 21st Century
A documentary film by
Richard Kegler

7:00 pm Cocktails & Mingling

Improving the Way We Measure
Type (Type in 20) Ricardo Martins
The Design History of QSL Cards
1920–1980 Kenneth Jones

12:15 pm Lunch Break
2:00 pm Japanese Typography

from あ to Z Ian Lynam

2:50 pm Protect Your Fonts and Help Your
Users With EPAR (Type in 20)
Ted Harrison

3:10 pm Basic DNA Notation System and
Fonts (Type in 20)
Anthony Rozak & David Rozak

3:30 pm Coffee Break

Sunday
8:45 am
9:15 am
9:15 am
9:25 am

Continental Breakfast
Exhibits & Marketplace Open
Opening Remarks
CSS 3 Web Typography:
More Than Web Fonts
Thomas Phinney

10:05 am Coffee Break
10:30 am Lettering and Lingerie

(Type in 20) Neil Summerour

10:50 am The Klingspor-Museum in

Offenbach: A Treasure and Great
Resource for Type Designers
and Teachers (Type in 20)
Otmar Hoefer

11:10 am Chasing Words (Type in 20)
Grahame Lynch

11:35 am The Lack of Latin Typographic
Heritage and Type Design in
Turkey Onur Yazicgil

12:15 pm Lunch Break
12:45 pm Type Crit:

The 10th Anniversary
Edition Matthew Carter,
John Downer, Akira Kobayashi
& Ed Benguiat

2:00 pm Ligatures to Lichen: A Gathering
of Incised Letterforms (circa
1640–1750) Lynne Baggett

2:50 pm Typographic Matchmaking

Veronika Burian & José Scaglione

3:35 pm Type Design and the Fourth
Dimension (Type in 20)
Tore Terrasi

3:50 pm Panel Discussion:

3:55 pm Font Aid: Past, Present, and

4:50 pm SOTA Typography Award

4:15 pm Closing Remarks

5:00 pm Graver to Press: Opening

6:00 pm Steamboat Natchez

“Critics Critique Critics”
Matthew Carter, John Downer
& Akira Kobayashi
Presentation

Reception Mystic Blue Signs
& Nancy Sharon Collins

Future (Type in 20)
Michelle Perham

Jazz Cruise

8:30 pm Type Quiz & Silent Auction

Sponsored by Monotype Imaging
Type Busking
Organized by Hrant Papazian & Co.

Sponsored by Typekit
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Type & Design
Education Forum

Type & Design Education Forum
Thursday, July 7
In conjunction with TypeCon2011, SOTA is excited to present its sixth
annual Type & Design Education Forum, a day of special programming
devoted to addressing the pressing needs of design educators.
This information is subject to change.

9:00 am

Welcome & Announcements

9:10 am

Video Games
on the Brain
Dr. Kayanna Pace

Ever wonder what your students were thinking? How they got there from
here? This digital immigrant wonders if digital natives have been so influenced
by playing video games for years that they now solve design problems the way
they solve video game problems. Results of a study examining the relationship
between video game playing and the thinking styles of design students will be
shared.

9:40 am

Assignment:
Advanced Typography:
Tim’s Chair & Joe’s War
Nancy Rorabaugh

One advanced typography class assignment, two very different solutions.
Shown will be the construction process for the Ampersand chair and a
3 minute moving type piece.

10:00 am

Assignment:
Ligature Poetics
Sharon Oiga & Guy Villa

There is a full-proof procedure for searing onto the brain the common set of
5 ligatures via a painless, quite enjoyable experience. First, a single sentence
is written with words that employ each of the 5 ligatures. Then posters are
created on the basis of this sentence. That’s it! Imagine the visual possibilities
of such a sentence as “The staff goes fly fishing after shuffleboard at the office”
and many more.

10:20 am

Coffee Break
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Education Forum / Thursday, July 7

10:40 am

Video with Live Skype
Q&A: A New Master’s
Program in Typeface
Design for Educators
Gerry Leonidas

Increasingly part-time and full-time educators are required to hold higher
level qualifications in order to teach, and for career progression. Furthermore,
gradually the requirements for appointments of design educators specify
evidence of research skills and relevant outputs (e.g. for tenure promotion
portfolios). These conditions point to a need for design educators, and professionals transitioning to education, to enhance their theoretical and research
skills. Recognising that such people in general cannot take time off to attend a
full-time residential MA course, we developed a model for studying part-time
with a mix of online distance-learning and residential periods.

11:10 am

Teaching Typography
Online
Anitra Nottingham

A look at the process of teaching typography online at Academy of Art University, San Francisco: the tools and syllabi; how the student body challenges
our expectations about digital natives and immigrants and how they behave,
inhabit, and learn in online spaces; how we communicate ideas and build online teacher presence; how online typography teaching does (and surprisingly
doesn’t) differ from onsite typography teaching.

11:40 am

Assignment:
Pencil to Pixel
John Paul Dowling

A type design project delivered yearly to Level 1 students on the ‘Communicating with Words’ module BA (Hons) Graphic Design course at the University
of the West of England (UWE), Bristol, UK. The module utilizes traditional
craft based type design methods where the end results are produced using
FontShop’s online digital type design application FontStruct. The presentation
explains how we embraced this new technology without hindering our existing
approaches to type design.

12:00 pm

Lunch Break

2:00 pm

Immovable Type(s):
Space, Text and
Blackness in America
John Jennings

This presentation will be focused on the connections between typography,
text, and black identity in America. It will examine the complex aesthetics and
contextual cues concerning how type designates racial difference, connotes
expressions of agency, creates and executes spatial narratives, and generates
meaning regarding race in the public sphere. It will also examine how African
American artists and designers utilize typography coupled with African American literary practices for visual communications regarding self-realization, social justice, and the performance of identity as regulated by printed ephemera.
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Education Forum · Thursday, July 7
2:30 pm

Assignment: Film Title
Design: Type, Image
and Storytelling
David Peacock

Film Title Design is the final project for Motion Graphics, a senior-level course
that introduces students to the basic principles and practices of time-based
design. Through the development of a film titlle sequence, students integrate
typography, imagery, sound, motion and narrative structure.

2:50 pm

One Semester of
Letterform Design
Mark Jamra

A concise walk-through of the various components, both academic and studio,
of Advanced Letterform Design course at Maine College of Art. Included in the
presentation will be a break-down of assignments with process images and
final results, along with thoughts about teaching the design of letters, wordmarks and fonts to today’s students.

3:20 pm

Coffee Break

3:40 pm

Assignment:
Differentiation:
A Content-Driven
Approach
Will Hill

The assignment is designed to introduce Level 1 typography students to the
meaningful use of typographic differentiation. Students are presented with
a “raw” text file which contaiins totally unformatted copy. The students then
apply typographic decisions in order to visually differentiate different types
of information, and to exploit the functionality of different typefaces and
type families.

4:00 pm

Nonorthodox Type 101
Juliet Shen

Week-by-week course outline of a level one typography class focusing on
teaching students to see like typographers and discover their own “rules,”
rather than indoctrinating them with orthodoxies. This approach enables one
to cover important fundamental principles as well as more advanced digital
typesetting skills within a short time, so that students exit with an overall
sense of what it takes to become a good typographer.
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Education Forum / Thursday, July 7

4:30 pm

Get Your Sidebearings!
The Typographic
Carousel Project
Carol Fillip & Lorrie Frear

4:50 pm

Closing Remarks

5:00 pm

Educator’s Social: Cocktails & Networking

Jump on the Typographic Carousel and learn how we have found ways to immerse today’s digitally native apprentices and students into the world of predigital media. Watch as we demonstrate how these rookies move in groups to
six different terminals, each with a pre-digital typographically-related activity.
These activities are ideal for any student population, as well as for team-building exercises for professional groups and organizations, to acquire an understanding, appreciation and greater sensitivity to typography.
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Program

Tuesday
Main Program / July 5
5:00 pm to
8:00 pm

Handmade Design:
Opening Reception
Presented with
Loyola University

COLLINS C. DIBOLL GALLERY, LOYOLA UNIVERSITY

Wednesday
Pre-Conference Workshops / July 6
All pre-conference workshops will be held at Loyola University.
The university campus is easily accessible by street car from the conference hotel.
Full day workshops break for lunch from 12:00 pm to 1:30 pm.

9:00 am to
4:30 pm

Create Typographic
Posters Reflecting
New Orleans’ Culture
Rafael Díaz Rey &
Ketty Miranda Orozco

FULL DAY SESSION Barranquilla is Carnival. Barranquilla lives because of the
River. Barranquilla is a mix of cultures, sounds, colors, flavors and people. Very
few cities in the world would fit this description. Still, this year’s TypeCon host
city seems to do so perfectly. Through a crash-course in Barranquilla’s visual
and musical aesthetic, taking a special focus on what was come to be known
as the “Picó,” workshop attendants will dive into New Orleans. The result will
be full-scale typographic posters reflecting New Orleans’ vast cultural imagery
through a borrowed aesthetic.
It is recommended that participants bring their digital camera to the workshop.
Cost: $100 + $15 materials fee. Maximum Participants: 15
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9:00 am to
12:00 pm

Workshops / Wednesday, July 6

HALF-DAY SESSIONS: MORNING

Japanese Stab
Bookbinding
Jenny LeBlanc

Discover some fun and easy glueless methods of bookbinding. Students will
learn the basic 4-Hole Japanese Stab Binding and try a Noble Binding, a HempLeaf Binding, and a Tortoise Shell Stitch. These attractive bindings uniquely
join single sheets of paper together, allowing for the use of several different
types or colors of paper. Students will employ strings and needles to complete
these stab bindings, so experience sewing with a needle may prove helpful.
Explore the transformation of paper and string into beautiful and useful works
of art.
Cost: $50 + $10 materials fee. Maximum Participants: 15

Having Fun With
Blackletter
Vince Mitchell

Vince Mitchell of Mystic Blue Signs will present a hands-on Blackletter (Gothic)
workshop in both large and small format. Beginners will start with a large
wedge dipped in tempura paint, allowing them to be guided in making the
basic forms for blackletter. We will then proceed to develop a more thorough
knowledge through practice using steel nibs and ink. Each participant will be
shown a detailed history of gothic scripts through related materials.
Cost: $50 + $10 materials fee. Maximum Participants: 15

Web Typography
(CSS & XHTML)
Viviana Cordova

This workshop will engage many people who are not comfortable with using
Web typography. Many among the audience will be able to design for print.
This workshop is for anyone who is willing to create a beautiful piece of design
using CSS and HTML. In the workshop the audience will be able to manipulate
typography easily. I will use some of the examples used from the Web Typography book and website.
Requirements: Workshop attendees must bring their own laptops. Software
required to be pre-installed: Adobe Dreamweaver CS5 or CS5.5, Google
Chrome Browser.
Cost: $50. Maximum Participants: 18
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Workshops / Evening Events / Wednesday, July 6
1:30 pm to
4:30 pm

HALF-DAY SESSIONS: AFTERNOON

Hands-On CSS &
CSS3 Typography
Marcin Wichary

This is a hands-on workshop allowing the participants to get familiar with CSS
and CSS3 properties having to do with typography. We will learn the basics
and also a number of tricks of the trade. The entire workshop is an interactive, augmented HTML5 learning experience that practices what it preaches
and makes experimenting with code simpler and more pleasant than ever.
Students will go through basic CSS properties having to do with typography
(font-size, letter-spacing, line-height, etc.) and also new CSS3 properties (textshadow, columns, etc.). We will also talk a bit about using Google Web Fonts
API and @font-face. The workshop will conclude with a larger real-life design
exercise combining all the properties taught.
Requirements: Workshop attendees must bring their own laptops.
Software required to be pre-installed: Updated Chrome, Safari, and Firefox
browsers.
Cost: $50. Maximum Participants: 18

Typography Using
Processing & Illustrator
Viviana Cordova

This workshop will engage many people who are not comfortable with
programming. After the workshop the audience will be able to design using
Processing and will be able to save their files, posters or animations using
Typography. This workshop is for anyone who is willing to create a beautiful
piece of design using Processing. I will use some of the techniques used in the
book Type and Code: Processing for Designers by Yeo-hyun Ahn and Viviana
Cordova.
Cost: $50 + $5 Tutorial PDF. Maximum Participants: 18
Requirements: Workshop attendees must bring their own laptops.
Software required to be pre-installed: Processing 1.5, Adobe Illustrator CS5,
full PDF tutorial.

Evening Events
7:30 pm to
10:00 pm
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Jessica Hische
Sponsored by Type
Directors Club

ROYAL SONESTA HOTEL Cutting her teeth with New York’s Louise Fili & Co.
and Philadelphia’s Headcase Design before striking out on her own, Jessica
Hische has compiled an impressive portfolio encompassing illustration, lettering, and commercial typefaces. Along with an enviable client list, she is recognized as one of today’s most influential emerging voices in typographic design.

Thursday
Pre-Conference Workshops / July 7
All pre-conference workshops will be held at Loyola University.
The university campus is easily accessible by street car from the conference hotel.

9:00 am to
4:30 pm

FULL-DAY SESSIONS
Full day workshops break for lunch from 12:00 pm to 1:30 pm.

Glass Gilding
John Downer &
Leonard Otillio

At TypeCon in Minneapolis, and again at TypeCon in San Francisco, Leonard
Otillio and John Downer teamed up to demonstrate expert glass gilding, a skill
long considered to be the most exacting in the sign painting trade. This year
in New Orleans (home town of Leonard) they will lead a day-long class in which
the participants will be able to try their hands at glass gilding. Each student
will be able to work separately on a pane of glass, which will later serve as a
personal souvenir and memento.
Cost: $100 + $50 materials fee. (Materials fee is higher because we will be using 23 karat gold.) Maximum Participants: 16

Letterpress Maze Book
Angela Driscoll

This workshop is an introduction to letterpress. We will be working from the
Loyola University type collection. A small writing exercise will get us started
with text for a folded book. The entire process from using a composing stick,
hand-setting lead type, locking up the press bed, and printing will be covered.
This is a hands-on workshop with full participation in the process. Each participant will take home a copy of the collaborative letterpress maze book made
from the day’s efforts.
Prior letterpress experience is not required.
Cost: $100 + $15 materials fee. Maximum Participants: 10

Fontographer Basics
Jim Gallagher

Presentation and hands-on-tutelage of the basic features of Fontographer.
Students will create their first font file while exploring the eccentricities of
typography and the creation of elegant character shapes.
Requirements: Workshop attendees must bring their own laptops. Software
required to be pre-installed: Demo or full version of Fontographer 5.1
Cost: $100. Maximum Participants: 20

15

Workshops / Thursday, July 7
How To Be A Friend
Erik Marinovich &
Aaron Carámbula

We will facilitate the spontaneous, experimental, nerdy, and absurd process of
creating a post typical of their blog, Friends of Type. Participants will visualize
words, phrases, or lyrics using tools and techniques they are unfamiliar with.
We will guide, encourage, demonstrate, and challenge towards each individual’s goals, according to their skills. After sketching and a crit, one idea per person will be chosen to refine by hand or in the computer. In the end everyone
will have a Friends of Type-esque piece. After a group review we will celebrate
by uploading and sharing the work with the world.
Requirements: Workshop attendees must bring their own laptops.
Software required to be pre-installed: Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop.
Cost: $100 + $10 materials fee. Maximum Participants: 15

9:00 am to
12:00 pm

Pen/Dance
Mary Hart

HALF-DAY SESSION: MORNING Cut loose with rhythmic letterforms. Pick up
a matchstick or a feather and write. The emphasis here is on exploration and
experimentation. And writing pages of letters. Big pages. We will work with a
variety of fluid inks and “pens” and will definitely get inky fingers. Doing things
differently leads to discovering, so a variety of creative stimuli, such as new
tools, music and posture will be introduced to the writing process. We don’t
know where this is going, but it will be fun.
Cost: $50 + $10 materials fee. Maximum Participants: 12

1:30 pm to
4:30 pm

Swingin’ Brush Letters
Mary Hart

HALF-DAY SESSION: AFTERNOON While rigid pens are the traditional tools
of Western calligraphy, don’t let the rest of the writing world have all the fun. If
you’ve ever drooled over luscious Chinese calligraphy, don’t fret; in the heyday
of showcard lettering, brushes brought heft and swing to Roman and Script
letterforms, and some of the coolest fonts out there today came from a brush.
This hands-on workshop will introduce lettering with two types of brushes,
pointed and flat. Basic techniques will be taught; we will work with ink on
paper and start out with simple forms. There will be time to practice, look at
beautiful examples and discuss!
Cost: $50 + $10 materials fee. Maximum Participants: 12
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Evening Events / Thursday, July 7

Keynote Presentation
Presented by The Society of Typographic Aficionados

6:30 pm to
9:00 pm

Persuasive Branding (or
Making Your Type Talk)
Ed Benguiat

ROYAL SONESTA HOTEL We are extremely pleased to have the illustrious
and always entertaining Ed Benguiat as our keynote speaker this year. With his
colorful Brooklyn accent, Mr Benguiat will be presenting a typographic journey
from the time before computers to the present. A remarkable talent with some
remarkable tales to tell.
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Friday
Main Program / July 8
8:00 am

Continental Breakfast

8:30 am

Exhibits & Marketplace Open

8:30 am

Opening Remarks

8:40 am

Analog Dialog / Painting
Signs in New Orleans
Yvette Rutledge

When the digital revolution overtook the sign industry, a few sign artists
continued to draw, paint, and produce everything by hand. Mystic Blue Signs
is one of those companies, and New Orleans is a particularly receptive community, with cultural and architectural traditions that embrace a synthesis of
past and present. This presentation is a slide show of our work in New Orleans,
from logo design and sign writing to hand-carving and classic gold leaf work,
with descriptions of how the flexibility of hand-lettering allows us to reflect
the character of our city while maneuvering effectively in challenging design
circumstances.

9:25 am

Tactility and
Typographic Space;
Type as Material Form
Will Hill

The paper considers the significance of touch and dimensionality in our engagement with type. The paper explores the material and tactile dimensions of
typography, considering the manner in which the processes of manual punchcutting have informed the historical development of typographic forms, the
development of letters in architectural and environmental contexts, and the
current revival of interest in letterpress. These concerns are linked by tactile
values absent from current digital working methods. The paper will conclude
with a consideration of letterpress in design education and the use of metal
type as an instrument of haptic learning.

10:05 am

Coffee Break

Coffee compliments of Hoefler & Frere-Jones.
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10:30 am
TYPE
IN 20

10:50 am
TYPE
IN 20

11:10 am
TYPE
IN 20

Eccentric Characters:
Engraved Print
Notations from the
Historic New Orleans
Collection
Nancy Sharon Collins

Main Program / Friday, July 8
The Historic New Orleans Collection in the historic French Quarter contains
Louisiana and New Orleans artifacts and ephemera, much print — some quirky
tidbits — and stuff created specifically for the local market. In the early days,
this important port town attracted engravers from France seeking a better life
in the New World. These artist/tradespersons cut characters into metal which
were then printed in types of all kinds, as well as musical scores, Mardi Gras
wonders, etc. This Type in 20 presentation will provide a highly visual look at
marvelous typographic engraved specimens from this very special Crescent
City collection.

Typography of the
“Generation Y,” prior
to “Generation Z”!
Mehmet Gözetlik

Today, we live in a new world where in Facebook, Twitter, global warming and
Google exist. We check and read our e-mails with iPhones, read newspapers
from iPads and establish communication with wireless networks. Our environment and living conditions have changed and change rapidly in progress. This
digital evolution is experienced by Generation Y, whose lives are interlined 15
hours per day with media and communication technologies. Generation Y, who
carry out vast amounts of their production in the field of information technology and choose the Internet as a communication platform, is planning all of their
lives on mobile devices. So, can the old formulas fulfill the needs of that new
era? What are the unique plastic values of that new era in which the majority
of the communications are performed with digital media? Is Generation Y, who
is trained by Generation X, ready to educate Generation Z? What is changing
in the field of communication before Generation Z, who is formed by the most
linked individuals on the Earth? Even though the new generations’ technologies are not yet invented, how are the needs of their lives met? This presentation can provide us clues about the new typography perspective that we need.

Elegy, A New Typeface
Design and How It
Came About
Jim Wasco

Jim Wasco will discuss his award winning new typeface design, Elegy, and how
it came about. Elegy is based on the ITC logo designed by Ed Benguiat ~1970.
Jim will discuss his influences and background in lettering Spencerian Script.
He will show some historic examples used as references for the design, and
then show how Elegy was created, including the sophisticated OpenType features put into the font that make Elegy function like real handwriting.
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Main Program / Friday, July 8
11:35 am

The Great
Readability Scandal
William Berkson

12:15 pm

Lunch Break

2:00 pm

Best Practices for
Producing Web Fonts

Bill Davis

2:50 pm
TYPE
IN 20

3:10 pm
TYPE
IN 20

20

In the late 1930s, a scientist was the first to distinguish readability from legibility, and to develop measures for readability. A vicious quarrel broke out over
the validity of this research. This now-forgotten quarrel had a profound impact
on those working with type. Among typographers, the distinction between
readability and legibility became common. But among scientists, the distinction was dropped and its absence put up a roadblock hindering research.
Now, recent research shows that the original scientist was right all along. This
new evidence has important implications for both typographers and reading
researchers.

Until recently Type designers have focused their attention on producing fonts
for print. Web fonts represent a new frontier for type designers and font
developers, but creating Web fonts has an entirely different set of requirements. This talk will cover key issues that type designers need to understand
to create Web fonts that can be deployed with CSS @font-face. This includes
screen legibility, hinting for Windows, metrics, font family naming, font formats
and QA procedures. The goal of the session is to provide type designers with
practical insights to be able to better prepare fonts that are Web font ready.

Explorations in
Typography
Carolina de Bartolo

Explorations in Typography: Mastering the Art of Fine Typesetting is a new visual textbook for intermediate to advanced typography by Carolina de Bartolo
with Erik Spiekermann. In this presentation Carolina will explain her unique
approach to teaching typography through her exercises called “Explorations.”
She’ll talk about the process of creating the book and its innovative interactive companion website. Please visit her site for further information about this
project.

Artifacts All Around:
Typographic Curiosities
at the Cary Collection
Amelia Hugill-Fontanel

Plaster casts of body parts. Miniature presses fit for a doll’s house. Relics in
brass and steel: carefully carved, punched, or molded. Animal skin rendered
into the finest substrate. Are these unlikely holdings for a library or integral
pieces in our typographic heritage? Catch a glimpse of some unique artifacts
from the RIT Cary Graphic Arts Collection and hear the fascinating tales of how
these items came to reside in a library which holds some 30,000 volumes dedicated to the history of printing, books arts, graphic design, and typography.

TypeCon2011: Surge

Main Program / Evening Events / Friday, July 8

3:30 pm

Coffee Break

Coffee compliments of Hoefler & Frere-Jones.

3:50 pm

Typography of the
Cherokee Language
Through History:
The Positive Effects
of Orthography
Joseph Erb & Roy Boney

This presentation will discuss the efforts undertaken by the Cherokee community to address the problems and achievements of orthography. It will
cover the adoption of the Cherokee syllabary into the Unicode system, the
usage of the Cherokee syllabary in modern computing systems, the mobility of
the Cherokee language in various hardware platforms and social web presences, and the adoption of Cherokee language technology by the Cherokee
community.

4:35 pm

Catalyst Award
Presentation
Erin McLaughlin

The Catalyst Award was created by SOTA in 2010 to recognize a person thirty
years of age or younger who demonstrates significant achievement and future
promise in the field of typography. Erin McLaughlin is the recipient of the 2011
SOTA Catalyst Award and will present her work.
SOTA would also like to acknowledge Ian Katz of Dover, New Hampshire,
Kriti Monga of New Delhi, India, and Maximiliano Sproviero of Buenos Aires,
Argentina, as Honorable Mentions.

5:25 pm

Dinner Break

Evening Events
5:30 pm to
6:30 pm

Making Faces: Metal
Type in the 21st Century
A documentary film by
Richard Kegler

This independent documentary captures the personality and work process
of the late Canadian graphic artist Jim Rimmer (1931–2010). In 2008, P22
type foundry commissioned Rimmer to create a new type design (Stern)
that became the first-ever simultaneous release of a digital font and handset metal font. Rimmer, a beloved and much lauded figure in the book arts
community, was one of only a few contemporary craftsmen possessing the
skills needed to create a metal font. Kegler’s film offers a glimpse at Rimmer’s
knowledge of and passion for type design and the book arts through his exploration of a fascinating but little-seen process. A question and answer period
will follow the film.

7:00 pm

Cocktails & Mingling
Sponsored by Typekit

Come rub elbows, converse with your colleagues, compare cross-platform font
rendering, and enjoy cocktails provided by the good folks at Typekit.
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Saturday
Main Program / July 9
8:00 am

Continental Breakfast

8:30 am

Exhibits & Marketplace Open

8:30 am

Opening Remarks

8:40 am

A Paradox in Black
and White
Akira Kobayashi

Mr. Kobayashi has spent several years working with Hermann Zapf and Adrian
Frutiger. The collaborative projects with type giants have produced fine-tuned
classics such as Optima nova, Palatino nova, Avenir Next and Neue Frutiger,
and some brand new designs such as Palatino Sans. In 2009 Akira Kobayashi
started a new Sans Serif family designed from scratch. His goal was a unique
typeface family inspired by both industrial type designs such as DIN and types
with organic curves such as Cooper Black. The resulted type has an unusual
‘soft-focus’ effect. In his presentation Akira Kobayashi shows its details.

9:25 am

Adventures in
Letterdrawing for
Crude Media, & Co
David Berlow

This presentation will entertain and educate the audience through three
non-technical quests; the design of serif fonts that work for small uses on the
web, the “taking back” of ALL CAPS from the realm of shouting, and designing
amidst the perils of internationalism. The first third of the presentation is looking for clues in the basic nuts and bolts of type for small sizes, and type for few
pixels, the two converging issues on letterdrawing for crude text. The second
third is seeking the range of contrast and emotion that caps alone can bring,
from the most vacant and impersonal sans monospaced to the most elaborate,
even cheery, in crude media. Finally, a brief history of designing 96 character,
Latin-1, Central European, Greek, Cyrillic and beyond, for crude media as experienced, and told to me by others.

10:05 am

Coffee Break

Coffee compliments of Hoefler & Frere-Jones.
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New Problems of
Book Design
John Berry

Main Program / Saturday, July 9
What does it mean to design a book, at a time when books take multiple forms
— not just hardcover and paperback, but Kindle, iBook, print-on-demand,
and formats you can download interchangeably to your laptop, your tablet,
and your phone? Book covers are viewed more often as thumbnail images
onscreen than they are on physical books. Interiors may be quickly printed
on bad paper and bound too tight, or viewed on a screen that could be any
size, resolution, or aspect ratio. How do you design a book today for sale and
for reading?

Where the Rubber
Meets the Road: Where
are Designers Going
with Web Fonts?
Scott Boms,
Brian Warren &
Luke Dorny

Real web fonts are changing how designers and developers build modern, accessible, standards-based web sites, long-lasting electronic publications, and
mobile applications. Increased cooperation from type designers and foundries throughout the last two years has begun to bridge a critically important
issue that affects designers, developers, and end-users. While web fonts are
an important piece in the puzzle and help reduce the need for bloated code,
hacks, and workarounds; they introduce new challenges and invite additional
questions — further complicated by new platforms, devices and technologies. By examining how the use of type and the needs of web designers have
evolved on the web, this brief talk will take a peek behind the looking glass
at challenges and opportunities in the increasingly complicated worlds of
modern web, publishing and mobile design as they relate to web fonts and
typographic control.

Making Graphic Design
Easier: Improving the
Way We Measure Type
Ricardo Martins

Designers need to decide which size is more appropriate for the text. However,
the reference measure used for over 100 years is the “body size,” which was
useful for lead type. Today, the metal has been replaced by digital font and
body size no longer makes sense, since it measures the invisible. The objective
of this presentation is to propose a new typographic measure, implementable
in graphic software and digital fonts, helping the designer to choose the
correct type size based on how the eye sees the strokes of letters, namely
Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF).
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Main Program / Saturday, July 9
11:35 am

PSE QSL TNX BCNU
73s & 88s: The Design
History of QSL Cards
1920–1980
Kenneth Jones

12:15 pm

Lunch Break

2:00 pm

Japanese Typography
from あ to Z
Ian Lynam

No real attempt has been made as of yet at providing Western designers
with an in depth understanding of Japanese typography. Yet from the 1990s
through today, we regularly see Japanese dotting the Western typographic
landscape. This presentation will be a quick, though comprehensive look at
the visual language of Japan from a perspective of holistic understanding that
synthesizes history, development, meaning, and style in equal proportions. If
we as designers understand more about a language, we’ll be able to approach
it with a more informed opinion and convey the nuances appropriate to proper
communication in lieu of mere surface application of style.

2:50 pm

Protect Your Fonts and
Help Your Users With
EPAR
Ted Harrison

Type design is an undervalued craft because most people do not understand
that the type they are using is software which is licensed in the same way that
other software is. In order to increase user awareness of the terms of font
EULAs, the EPAR (Embedding Permissions and Recommendations) table for
OpenType fonts was developed and an editor created for it. This presentation will demonstrate the use of the online EPAR editor and the EPAR editor in
Fontographer 5.1 for adding license information to a font.

Basic DNA Notation
System and Fonts
Anthony Rozak &
David Rozak

Ambiscript is a functional notation that was designed to reflect natural symmetries in the DNA double helix. The symmetries embodied in the font facilitate
the manipulation and analysis of textually represented genetic code. Ambiscript characters were also constructed so that they could be combined to
represent populational variations in individual genes. We have recently refined
the notation so that genetic uncertainty, or entropy, can be visually conveyed
by the diffusion of colors across the compound symbols. This arrangement
draws the eye to regions of highly conserved code, making it easy for researchers to find biological significance in a sea of genetic text.

TYPE
IN 20

3:10 pm
TYPE
IN 20
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Ham radio operators from the 1920s through 1980s — mostly untrained in
art or design — created original, visual identities for themselves with custom
made and printed QSL cards. These cards, a folk art in their own right, represented the radio operator’s individual spirit and psyche through typography
and graphic design. Home-spun designs celebrated a unique and vernacular
system of symbols and codes that described personal information such as:
family, place and community and paired it with specific transmission measures and jargon of fugitive airwave signals — time, frequencies and wattage
exclusive to the special long-distance communication between two strangers
in unmapped space.

TypeCon2011: Surge
3:30 pm

Coffee Break

3:50 pm

Panel Discussion:
“Critics Critique Critics”
Matthew Carter,
John Downer &
Akira Kobayashi

Main Program / Evening Events / Saturday, July 9
Coffee compliments of Hoefler & Frere-Jones.
Matthew Carter, John Downer, and Akira Kobayashi, who lead the annual Type
Crit at TypeCon, have agreed to “a temporary reversal of roles” and will be
offering an entertaining and insightful joust in order for audience members to
witness what happens when the gloves come off. The three will take pokes at
work done by each of the other two critics. Imagine it as part roast and part
paean. No friendships are expected to be harmed or sacrificed during the
course of the remarks.
A ten-minute introduction will include remarks from all three panelists. Each
will speak very briefly about the body of work done by the other two. John will
moderate. Then, each panelist will address just one published typeface or family. Five minutes will be allocated per subject, plus three minutes of rebuttal.
Slides will be shown and printed handouts will be provided. To conclude, a Q&A
session will run as long as time permits.
There will be a limited number of specimen handouts distributed on a first
come, first served basis.

4:50 pm

SOTA Typography Award Presentation

Evening Events
5:00 pm to
8:00 pm

Graver to Press:
Opening Reception
Mystic Blue Signs,
in collaboration with
Nancy Sharon Collins

CENTER FOR THE LETTERING ARTS An exhibition featuring intaglio pieces
selected from Ms. Collins’ commissioned design work, plus specimens on loan
from her collection of historic prints, plates, dies, and ephemera.

8:30 pm to
10:30 pm

The Infamous Type Quiz
& Silent Auction
Sponsored by
Monotype Imaging

It’s time to put on your typographic thinking cap. This year’s brain-bending
shindig will feature delicious desserts, refreshing cocktails, and the (in)famous
Type Quiz with your host and quizmaster Allan Haley. It promises to be a night
filled with trivia, laughter, and some good eats.

Type Busking
Organized by
Hrant Papazian & Co.

Calling all closet exhibitionists! The Type Busking seed was planted in
Los Angeles last summer. Let’s do it again in N’awlins! Got a laptop? Bring
it along and get cozy in historic Jackson Square for this year’s impromptu
typographic performance.
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Sunday
Main Program / July 10
8:45 am

Continental Breakfast

9:15 am

Exhibits & Marketplace Open

9:15 am

Opening Remarks

9:25 am

CSS 3 Web Typography:
More Than Web Fonts
Thomas Phinney

Web typography is changing dramatically thanks to browser support for
@font-face and server-based fonts. Web designers now have thousands of
font choices where they once had just a dozen. But beyond @font-face, CSS 3
introduces myriad new typographic controls, dramatically reducing the typography gap between web and print. Phinney shows both font-independent
and OpenType-dependent features, including these features in action on web
pages, from everyday workhorse typography to the strange and silly. He also
covers other CSS 3 typographic features such as kerning and hyphenation, the
current state and near future of advanced typography support in browsers,
and issues around font rendering.

10:05 am

Coffee Break

Coffee compliments of Hoefler & Frere-Jones.

10:30 am

Lettering and Lingerie
Neil Summerour

When you think of Victoria’s Secret, the concept of typography is oft ignored
in lieu of scantily clad Brazilian models. But a recent set of projects I took
on changed my perception of how this company is using hand lettering and
custom type design to better communicate and draw their clientele into their
demure and provocative narrative. This quick talk will detail concept, process
and development of the VS Flirt typeface, PINK Lovable typeface and custom
lettering associated with the 2010 limited edition the LITTLE BOOK of sexy —
which, incidentally, had me knee deep in cosmetic counters finding just the
right shade of lipstick (seriously).

TYPE
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The Klingspor-Museum
in Offenbach: A
Treasure and Great
Resource for Type
Designers and Teachers
Otmar Hoefer

The Klingspor-Museum in Offenbach am Main has the collection of famous type
designers like Rudolf Koch, Otto Eckmann, Peter Behrens and many others.
The visitors are invited to study each original at hand. In addition The Museum
has a large collection of rare books about typography and collects artists
books. I am the webmaster of the Museum for the last 10 years and, together
with my colleague Hans Reichardt, we have now over 3,000 PDFs of many
international type designers online. This is a great resource for research and
education in graphic arts schools.

Chasing Words
Grahame Lynch

Low vision defines much of my everyday experience and has influenced the
way I communicate as an artist, designer and educator. In this discussion of my
recent art installations I address the relationship of vision and haptic experiences in the formation of memory, prosthetic devices and inclusive design. The
work references a love of reading, and that the ability to read is the first thing
I notice slipping when my vision changes. The work is intended to heighten
the viewer’s awareness and give cause to re-evaluate what can and cannot be
seen and to question the potential for loss.

11:35 am

The Lack of Latin
Typographic Heritage
and Type Design in
Turkey
Onur Yazicgil

Spoken language and written script are two defining characteristics that a
nation will use in order to unify its members and to culturally distinguish itself.
The region now comprised of the Republic of Turkey, once using the Arabic
alphabet, made a radical, and often deemed “overnight” change to the Latin
alphabet. This was a revolutionary decision that affected the course of typography in the country. This presentation investigates the typographic paradigm
shift that occurred in Turkey, which has resulted in the phenomenon of a “lack
of typographic heritage,” and further explores the significance of type design
in the region.

12:15 pm

Lunch Break

12:45 pm

Type Crit: The 10th
Anniversary Edition
Matthew Carter,
John Downer,
Akira Kobayashi
& Ed Benguiat

10:50 am
TYPE
IN 20

11:10 am
TYPE
IN 20

The always popular Type Crit will be celebrating its tenth anniversary in New
Orleans. This year, the regular cast of critics — Matthew Carter, John Downer,
and Akira Kobayashi — will be joined by the one and only Ed Benguiat. Once
again, these masters of typographic analysis and elucidation will provide
gentle, constructive criticism to designers submitting their individual type
designs for review.
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2:00 pm

Ligatures to Lichen:
A Gathering of Incised
Letterforms (circa
1640–1750)
Lynne Baggett

Among publications on the subject of gravestone research, importance is typically placed on the epitaph or decorative motif, with scant attention directed
specifically toward characteristics of the form of the incised lettering itself.
Careful observation by experts in the field of typography and letterform design
has the potential to reveal much about the stonemason’s heritage, influences
and independent creative voice. For the past year, Baggett has been developing a method to disseminate her research to a broader public audience and
focus her attention more specifically on the idiosyncrasies found within incised
lettering created by the early stonemason of the American Colonies.

2:50 pm

Typographic
Matchmaking
Veronika Burian &
José Scaglione

When starting a new project, one of the many tasks a designer encounters is
the selection of typefaces. Recognising the combined effect of typefaces is
crucial. In this context, some of the important questions are: what typographic
style transmits the message best, what typefaces work well together for the
particular task, what character-set and how many weights are needed, and finally, what functions are the typefaces expected to perform. This presentation
deals with such fundamental issues and offers guidance on how to approach
the delicate matter of love and hate relationships that often exist between
typefaces. The discussion is illustrated with examples of “typographic couples,”
both good and bad.

3:35 pm

Type Design and the
Fourth Dimension
Tore Terrasi

Why do we limit ourselves to using letterforms designed for two-dimensional
media when our message is more and more frequently delivered in the 4th
dimension? By using the 4th dimension of time we expand the communicative possibilities of typographic voice and bring the visual representation of
language closer to its origins, speech. On the page, well designed static letterforms yield themselves to a specific typographic voice, designed to set the
mood and impact the message of the text it supports. This session will look at
devices and practices being used to expand letterform design out from flatland into dynamic-land.

TYPE
IN 20
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4:15 pm

Font Aid: Past, Present,
and Future
Michelle Perham

Main Program / Evening Event / Sunday, July 10
This past spring, Font Aid V was launched to raise money for earthquake and
tsunami victims in Japan. As with past Font Aid projects, the response from
the design community was tremendous. The project was truly rewarding and
inspiring with contributions from hundreds of designers around the world.
I’d like share a brief history of Font Aid and the amazing work that has been
contributed. The SOTA board has talked about different ideas for the direction
they’d like to see Font Aid headed in the future and I’d like to invite the audience to share their thoughts and ideas.

Closing Remarks

Evening Event
6:00 pm to
9:00 pm

Steamboat Natchez
Jazz Cruise

TOULOUSE STREET WHARF We always hate to say goodbye at the end of
TypeCon, but we’ll send you off in style with a relaxing evening cruise on the
mighty Mississippi. Tour the engine room, enjoy breathtaking views of the city,
and listen to live jazz aboard the authentic Steamboat Natchez.
We depart from the Toulouse Street Wharf behind Jax Brewery, boarding
at 6:00 pm, sailing from 7:00 to 9:00 pm. Dinner is not included, however a
selection of delicious creole nibblies and local beverages will be available
for purchase.
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Lynne Baggett Louisiana State University
A native of England, Lynne Baggett relocated to the U.S. in 1993 where she serves as Associate Professor
of Art, in the Graphic Design area at Louisiana State University. She maintains an art and design studio in
Mississippi and for the past fifteen years, her research has involved incised letterforms found on grave
markers within the British isles and New England. She has received several accolades for her research,
including design awards, publications, and presentations at the national and international level. her
incised-type inspired artwork has been exhibited in Alabama, Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, New York, Ohio,
Tennessee, Texas, and in the United Kingdom.

Carolina de Bartolo Academy of Art University, San Francisco
Carolina de Bartolo has taught typography at Academy of Art University in San Francisco for over ten
years. She developed a series of typographic exercises that she calls "Explorations" as a way to help her
students practice setting text type both "in sport and in earnest" and eventually discover their passion for
the art and craft of fine typesetting. Explorations in Typography: Mastering the Art of Fine Typesetting is
her first book.

Ed Benguiat
Ed Benguiat (pron. “ben’-gat”;) is an American typographic designer.
Ed Benguiat has hand drawn over 600 new typefaces without the use of any computers, including ITC’s
Caslon, Avant Garde Cond, Barcelona, Bauhaus, Korrina, Modern, Souvenir, Tiffany, Bookman, Panache, Edwardian Script, and the self-titled typefaces Benguiat and Benguiat Gothic. And some he can’t remember
the names of.
Ed became a partner with Herb Lubalin, in the development of U&lc, lTC’s award-winning magazine. Ed
eventually became vice president of the International Typeface Corporation.
He’s designed the logotypes for The New York Times, Esquire, McCall’s, Reader’s Digest, Photography,
Look, Sports Illustrated, The Star Ledger, The San Diego Tribune, Ford Motors, AT&T, A&E, Coke, and Estee
Lauder... the original logos and posters for films: Planet of the Apes, Super Fly and countless others. You
name it, he’s done it.
Benguiat teaches typographic design at the School of Visual Arts in his native New York City. On November
2, 2000, he was inducted into the Art Directors Club Hall of Fame. SOTA presented Ed “The Typographic
Award” in San Francisco in July, 2004.

William Berkson
William Berkson is a writer and type designer. His font, Williams Caslon Text (Font Bureau), and his book,
Pirke Avot: Timeless Wisdom for Modern Life (Jewish Publication Society), were published last year. He did
his PhD in History and Philosophy of Science at the London School of Economics, under Karl Popper. In
1962 he paddled a canoe down the Mississippi, and knows what it means to miss New Orleans.
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David Berlow The Font Bureau, Inc.
David Berlow entered the type industry in 1978 as a letter designer for the respected Mergenthaler, Linotype, Stempel, and Haas typefoundries. He joined the newly formed digital type supplier, Bitstream, Inc. in
1982. After Berlow left Bitstream in 1989, he founded The Font Bureau, Inc. with Roger Black. Font Bureau
has developed more than 300 new and revised type designs for The Chicago Tribune, The Wall Street
Journal, Entertainment Weekly, Newsweek, Esquire, Rolling Stone, Hewlett Packard and others, with OEM
work for Apple Computer Inc. and Microsoft Corporation. The Font Bureau Retail Library consists mostly of
original designs and now includes over 500 typefaces. Berlow is a member of the New York Type Directors
Club and the Association Typographique International, and remains active in typeface design.

John Berry
John Berry is an editor and typographer who works both sides of the design/content divide. He is the former editor and publisher of U&lc (Upper and lower case) and of U&lc Online. He is the author and designer
of Dot-font: talking about fonts and Dot-font: talking about design (Mark Batty Publisher, 2006), and the
editor of Language culture type (ATypI/Graphis, 2002), Contemporary newspaper design, and U&lc: influencing design & typography. John has a deep and eclectic background in both editing and typography;
he has made a career for more than twenty-five years in Seattle, New York, and San Francisco as an editor
and book designer. He writes and consults extensively on typography, and he has won numerous awards
for his book designs. He is president of ATypI (Association Typographique Internationale) and has been on
the board of directors since 2000; he is a former director of the Type Directors Club in New York. He has
worked recently as a program manager with Microsoft Typography, where he established improved typographic standards for Windows and other Microsoft products and managed the core Western fonts and
web fonts. He lives in Seattle with the writer Eileen Gunn.

Scott Boms Butter Label
Scott Boms is an award-winning cross-disciplinary designer with nearly 15 years of digital experience, a
penchant for typography, sketching, taking photos, reading, drinking coffee, and savouring a fine single
malt. He has an unflinching need to know not just how things work, but to question why they work the way
they do and has asked that question of companies of all sizes in Canada, the U.S. and abroad.
During the day, Scott dons his experience strategy and design hat at Digital Cement in Toronto, and along
with a previous 5 years of experience running a small independent design agency, has worked with startups and fortune 500 companies around the world. Scott is also one fourth of Butter Label, and a partner
and design lead for Ligature, Loop & Stem, makers of fine limited edition typographic miscellanea. When
he can find a spare moment, between juggling work and family, Scott is also deep in the woods creating an
extensive historical archive of the work of media and communications theorist Marshall McLuhan.
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Veronika Burian TypeTogether
Veronika Burian, born in Prague, got her first degree in Industrial Design in Munich, Germany, before she
moved on to Austria and Italy to work as a mix between a product and graphic designer. Discovering her
true passion for type, she graduated with distinction from the MA in Typeface Design in Reading, UK, in
2003 and started to work as full-time type designer at DaltonMaag in London until 2007.
After a 3-year stay in Boulder, Colorado, she is currently living and working in Prague and dedicates
her time fully to TypeTogether, an independent type-label that she co-founded with José Scaglione. She
also continues to give lectures and workshops at international conferences and universities. Her typeface
Maiola received, among others, the TDC Certificate of Excellence in Type Design 2004. Several other typefaces by TypeTogether have also been recognised by international competitions.

Aaron Carámbula Friends of Type
Aaron Carámbula is co-founder and principal of Objective Subject, a design studio in Brooklyn. He is pursuing a Typeface Design Certificate in the Type@Cooper Extended Program at Cooper Union.

Matthew Carter Carter and Cone
Matthew Carter is a type designer and principal of Carter and Cone Type Inc., in Cambridge, Massachusetts. He has been a member of SOTA since its beginning. Type design crits with John Downer and Akira
Kobayashi have been offered regularly at TypeCon conferences. A book about his work, Typographically
Speaking, based on a retrospective exhibition, is published by Princeton Architectural Press.

Nancy Sharon Collins Southeastern Louisiana University
Nancy Sharon Collins is stationer/graphic designer; partner, Collins, LLC; AIGA New Orleans special projects
director; UCLA Extensions online instructor. Her upcoming book about American commercial engraving is
scheduled for publication in 2011.

Viviana Cordova University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Viviana Cordova is an educator, researcher, graphic designer, and artist. She is an assistant professor in
the Visual Arts Department under the graphic design program and lecturer of a class in the Information
Systems department at UMBC, University of Maryland Baltimore County. Her work has been featured in
Indie Publishing (2008) and Graphic Design: The New Basics (2008) both published by Princeton Architectural Press. Also, Cordova co-authored, with Yeohyun Ahn, Type + Code: Processing for Designers (2009)
published by MICA. Her book, Web Typography: A Handbook for Designers, is due summer 2011, published
by Princeton Architectural Press.
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Bill Davis Monotype Imaging
Bill Davis has over thirty years experience in the graphic arts and font software industry. He has a unique
ability to grasp technologies and their potential impact from both a hands-on and big picture perspective.
After graduating from RIT with a Printing Management degree, Bill worked in sales for a variety of typesetting and pre-press systems companies, including Information International Inc., ImagiTex and Multi-Ad
Services. He also established a consulting and training business focused on implementing Mac-based
desktop publishing and advertising systems before joining Monotype Typography in 1991. Bill left Agfa
Monotype in 2004 to help co-found Ascender Corporation. On Dec 8, 2010, Bill rejoined the Monotype team
as part of the acquisition of Ascender by Monotype Imaging.
When not at the office or online he is either at home with his wife and two girls, or outside enjoying a variety of activities from fly fishing to swimming & cycling.

Rafael Díaz Rey Universidad Autónoma del Caribe, Colombia
Graphic Designer and Architect from Universidad Jorge Tadeo Lozano (Bogotá, Colombia). Full-time
graphic design teacher at Universidad Autónoma del Caribe (Barranquilla, Colombia). In charge of the Layout, Typography and Information Design Workshops. ELLIPSIS Research Group Leader. Main Researcher
for Ícono como medio de apropiación e identidad cultural (Icon as a means for cultural appropriation and
identity) research project. Co-Researcher for “Suerte Gráfica” (Graphic Luck) research project.

Luke Dorny Butter Label
Luke Dorny is one fourth of Butter Label, a pixel pusher and design ideator for Ligature, Loop & Stem, makers of fine limited edition typographic miscellanea and the designer at Newsvine in Seattle. With more than
15 years of digital design experience, he crosses the boundaries of traditional print and packaging design,
identity design, lettering and web design & development and has helped members of the cosmetic, software, gaming, internet services, as well as aerospace industries with their design and internet initiatives.
Luke has three small magical children and the best wife in the world, is a lover of all things mechanical,
skateboarding, surfing, and automation. His favourite typeface will always be Akzidenz Grotesk.

John Paul Dowling Senior Lecturer in Graphic Design,
University of the West of England
John Paul holds an MA in Interactive Media from the University of Limerick and a BA (Hons) Graphic Design
from Limerick School of Art & Design, Ireland. He is currently working as a Senior Lecturer in Graphic
Design at the University of the West of England, Bristol, UK. He has previously lectured in Graphic Design
at Limerick School of Art & Design and been a judge for the International Society of Typographic Design
(ISTD) Student Assessment Scheme 2011, 2009, 2008 (UK) and 2005 (Ireland).
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John Downer Voltage, Inc.
John Downer is a sign painter by trade, with a specialty in gold leaf lettering. He has a BA in Fine Art from
Washington State University and both an M.A. and an MFA in Painting from The University of Iowa. He began his career as a freelance type designer in 1983. Downer writes about type and type history for Emigre
magazine, House magazine, and other publications. He lives in Iowa City, and travels widely in the United
States and Europe, always on the lookout for interesting letterforms.

Carol Fillip Assistant Professor, School of Design, RIT
Carol teaches graphic design and typography as an Assistant Professor in the School of Design at Rochester Institute of Technology. As a design educator, she strives to foster critical thinking to allow students to
develop problem-solving strategies and life-long learning skills. Carol’s scholarship and research interests
involve letters in all forms, literacy, socially responsible design, experiential education, branding, brainstorming processes/techniques and color theory/practice. Carol sits on the Board of Directors for Music is
Art, a not-for-profit organization founded in 2004 by Goo Goo Dolls bassist Robby Takac. In addition, Carol
acts as faculty mentor for the AIGA student group at RIT. Prior to teaching at RIT, Carol was the president
of Fillip Design Group Inc for over 10 years in Las Vegas Nevada, Atlanta Georgia, and Buffalo New York.

Lorrie Frear Assistant Professor, School of Design, RIT
Lorrie teaches Graphic Design and Calligraphy as an Assistant Professor in the School of Design at Rochester Institute of Technology. Lorrie is fascinated with just about everything related to letterform design and
typography, and she shares this fascination and passion readily with her students. Lorrie has conducted
Lettering and Calligraphy Lectures and Workshops at several other universities, including MICA and Carnegie Mellon University, and at the Western New York Book Arts Center. Lorrie’s scholarship pursuits involve
cross-disciplinary collaborations within and between departments and universities to create dialogue and
new opportunities. In all of her classes and workshops, Lorrie’s objective is to make letters and words
come to life for students and to infuse a life-long passion for and appreciation of letterform and typographic selection and application and wordplay that will assist them in their professional and personal lives.

Jimmy Gallagher FontLab
Jimmy Gallagher, a.k.a. Der FontMeister, served as a Senior Escalation Engineer for ten years in Macromedia’s support division. He is known as the definitive expert on the use of Macromedia Fontographer. People
all over the world love his friendly, knowledgeable style of making customers comfortable and equipping
them to become expert Fontographer users.
The FontMeister has been in product design and development since 1986. He was on the team which created the world’s first computer Bible and managed a group of freelancers who created the first pull-down
menu system for many popular products such as Turbo Tax, PC Talk, etc.
Jimmy has been involved in the creation of many books, magazines and PR materials, not to mention
dozens of web site designs. His particular talent for making the impossible seem easy, along with a willing-
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ness to tackle any problem with any product, won him a place in the hearts of his fellow techs at Adobe,
Macromedia, Apple, Monotype, etc. He now serves as a tech for FontLab where many loyal customers have
followed him.

Mehmet Gözetlik Executive Creative Director, Antrepo
Mehmet Gözetlik is Executive Creative Director and Co-Founder of Antrepo, a design collective. He is living
in Istanbul. After having graduated Hacettepe University Graphic Design Dpt., he got his MFA degree from
Bilgi University. He has been building his career on creating works for a great number of various brands
and purposes. Some of the awards he won: Topkap› 2000, Sappi International Print Award, StandOut Website Awards, Website Design Awards etc.

Ted Harrison FontLab Ltd.
Ted Harrison is the president of Fontlab Ltd.

Mary W. Hart Middlesex Community College
Mary W. Hart is a professor, graphic designer and calligrapher, based in Boston. She currently teaches at
Middlesex Community College, Lasell University and Cambridge Center for Adult Education. She learned
calligraphy with Arnold Bank as part of her Graphic Design major at Carnegie Mellon University, and has
been drawing and writing letters for 35 years. She has been teaching calligraphy for college credit for 17
years. Her classes emphasize history of Western writing, form and technique.

Will Hill Senior Lecturer, Graphic Design, Anglia Ruskin University
Will is Senior Lecturer in Graphic Design at Anglia Ruskin University, Cambridge, UK, where he heads the
new postgraduate programme in Graphic Design and Typography. He has an MA in Typeface Design from
the University of Reading. His recent publications include The Complete Typographer (2010), and chapters
in Font: the sourcebook (2008), and Art and Text (2009). He is co-organiser of the international symposium series Beyond the Margins, and has given numerous conference papers on typography and design
education, including TypeCon Atlanta in 2009 and ATypi Dublin in 2010. His experimental print work has
been exhibited at the Plus International Design Festival and at the University of Cambridge. He is currently
undertaking a PhD by Publication on Type and Materiality.

Otmar Hoefer Linotype
I was born on Offenbach am Main and as a child my parents took me often into the Klingspor-Museum and
I enjoyed type very much. I became a hot metal typesetter, later made my engineering degree at the FH
Druck in Stuttgart. Since 1978 I started my career first at D. Stempel AG type foundry, in Frankfurt, and
moved over into Linotype. I have made my experiences with all technology changes in the typesetting
(hotmetal, Phot, CRT, Laser, DTP) and font technologies (proprietary Bitmap, Scanlines, vector, Splines
PostScript, TrueType, OpenType to Webfont) and can understand the transition of the type design into the
new area. Type is an essential part of my life.
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Amelia Hugill-Fontanel Assistant Curator RIT, Cary Graphic Arts Collection
Amelia Hugill-Fontanel is assistant curator at the Cary Graphic Arts Collection at Rochester Institute of
Technology — a world-renowned library on typographic history. She is an art historian and editor who has
contributed to numerous publications about Cary Collection holdings, including those about graphic design, calligraphy, wood type, and typefounding. Amelia is also a budding letterpress printer, who is working
to set up a century-old Chandler & Price press in her home in western New York.

Mark Jamra Type Designer & Associate Professor, Maine College of Art
Mark is a type designer and associate professor at Maine College of Art. He has designed and produced
typefaces for close to 30 years and is the founder of TypeCulture, a digital type foundry and academic
resource. He also creates work in video and is a partner in a collective of communication designers in
Portland. Mark has taught graphic design, typography and letterform design at colleges and workshops
in the U.S. and Germany. His lettering and typefaces have been in numerous exhibitions and have received
recognition from the Type Directors Club and the Association Typographique Internationale.

John Jennings Associate Professor of Visual Studies,
State University of New York
John is an Associate Professor of Visual Studies at the State University of New York-Buffalo. His research
and teaching focus on the analysis, explication, and disruption of African American stereotypes in popular
visual media. He is an accomplished designer, curator, illustrator, cartoonist and author of the award-winning graphic novel The Hole. His work overlaps into various disciplines including American Studies, AfricanAmerican Studies, Design History, Media Studies, Sociology, Women and Gender Studies, and Literature.
Black Comix: African American Independent Comics and Culture, which he co-authored, is his latest book.

Kenneth Jones Harford Community College
Kenneth Jones is Associate Professor of Art & Design at Harford Community College in Maryland. A visual
artist, curator and collector, Jones has years of professional experience as a designer, art director and
photographer. Jones has exhibited his work internationally in over 60 solo and group shows. His conceptual projects are related to imaging, commerce and collecting both found and mass-produced objects into
prints, installations and performance. During a recent sabbatical, Jones investigated the design history of
QSL cards from 1920–1980, exchanged as proof of long distance wireless communication. He is writing a
book and developing a series of companion exhibitions this summer.

Akira Kobayashi Type Director, Linotype
Akira Kobayashi studied at Musashino Art University in Tokyo, then took a calligraphy course at the London
College of Printing. He took best of category and best of show for Clifford in the 1998 U&lc magazine type
design competition. Kobayashi was awarded first prize, text category, for Conrad in Linotype Library’s
Third International Digital Type Design Contest. He took honors in the TDC type design competitions in
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1998, 1999, 2000, and 2001 — for ITC Woodland, ITC Japanese Garden and ITC Silvermoon, FF Clifford, and
Linotype Conrad, respectively. Since May 2001, Kobayashi has served as type director for Linotype Library
GmbH.

Gerry Leonidas Senior Lecturer, University of Reading
Gerry is a Senior Lecturer in Typography at the University of Reading (UK) and Programme Director of the
MA in Typeface Design. He spends most of his time talking and writing about typeface and document
design at a range of levels. He also helps designers get their heads ’round Greek typography and typeface
design. He is frequently invited to speak, teach, and review the work of others.

Ian Lynam Temple University, Japan
Ian Lynam is a graphic designer and writer living in Tokyo. He runs a multidisciplinary design studio that
focuses on pan-cultural identity design, motion graphics, and editorial design. He is a graduate of Portland
State University (B.S. Graphic Design) and California Institute of the Arts (M.F.A. Graphic Design). His most
recent book is Parallel Strokes, an inquiry into the crossroads of graffiti and type design. An Asia Pacific
Design Award winner, he writes regularly for Idea Magazine, Néojaponisme, and a host of design books.

Grahame Lynch Ryerson University
Grahame Lynch is an artist and graphic designer and holds a position as Assistant Professor in the Faculty
of Communication and Design at Ryerson University in Toronto, Ontario Canada.

Erik Marinovich Friends of Type
Erik Marinovich is a designer, lettering artist, and illustrator in San Francisco working on editorial, print,
packaging, and identity projects under the moniker The Big Animals.

Ricardo Martins Federal University of Paraná
Thirty-four-year-old, Ricardo Martins is a Master of Science (MSc.) on Information Design and a professor
of Typography, Semiotics, and Visual Communication at Federal University of Paraná (the oldest university
of Brazil). He has been honored with Editorial Excellence by Brazilian Design Biennial ADG 2004, Samsung
Design Awards 2001 and 2003, Apple Creativity Award 1999, ABIGRAF/PR Graphical Excellence, among others. Martins is also the author of the textbook Typography and Communication.

Erin McLaughlin Hoefler & Frere-Jones
Erin McLaughlin is a typeface designer at Hoefler & Frere-Jones, NYC. In 2010, she completed the MA
Typeface Design program at the University of Reading, UK. She has been interested in Indic scripts since
2003, when she received her BFA in Graphic Design from the Minneapolis College of Art & Design. She is
interested in improving the “typographic rights” of non-Latin scripts, by improving the quality and diversity
of typefaces, and their technical support.
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Ketty Miranda Orozco Universidad Autónoma del Caribe, Colombia
Graphic Designer from Universidad Jorge Tadeo Lozano (Cartagena, Colombia). Full-Time Graphic Design Teacher at Univerdidad Autónoma del Caribe (Barranquilla, Colombia). In charge of the Layout and
Morphology Workshops. ELLIPSIS Research Group Researcher. Co-Researcher for Ícono como medio de
apropiación e identidad cultural (Icon as a means for cultural appropriation and identity) research project.
Co-Researcher for “Suerte Gráfica” (Graphic Luck) research project.

Vince Mitchell Mystic Blue Signs
Vince Mitchell is a sign painter and graphic designer with his wife at Mystic Blue Signs. They work in metal,
wood, glass, and gold leaf. Vince also serves as the shop welder in steel and aluminum, and runs a CNC
plasma cutter for their hand-drawn designs. Having studied web design, computer music programming,
and electronics, his job has been to preserve the fidelity of hand-drawn shapes and letter-based forms,
whether they be a client’s logo or illustration, through the translation into digitally printed form. This has
motivated them for their current project, creating a type foundry for the Center for the Lettering Arts. He
is also showing a kinetic musical sculpture piece with the group show Automata.

Anitra Nottingham Online Director, School of Graphic Design,
Academy of Art University
Anitra is a graduate of the Design School of Monash University and began her career in advertising and
packaging before moving into editorial design. She found her passion for typography while Senior Book
Designer at Oxford University Press and then Penguin Books Australia. She has been a creative director for
a small design studio, and the large Bay Area software company, Intuit. Anitra has taught graphic design
for almost 10 years, and is currently the Online Director for the School of Graphic Design at the Academy of
Art University, San Francisco, where she primarily teaches typography.

Sharon Oiga Assistant Professor, Graphic Design,
University of Illinois at Chicago
Sharon received BFAs in Graphic Design and Photography from the University of Illinois at Chicago and her
MFA from Yale University. Her professional experience was gained from working at multidisciplinary design
firms, including Studio/lab Chicago. At UIC, she teaches Typography, Professional Practice, and Thesis. She
developed projects that were funded by two separate grants awarded by Sappi Ideas That Matter. She
and her students’ work has been recognized numerously by Graphis, Print, Step, GDUSA, Chicago Athenaeum, STA, UCDA, and CQ Journal. She speaks regularly at international conferences, including ICERI 2009
(Madrid, Spain) and the 2010 Humanities Conference (Los Angeles).

Kayanna Pace Instructor Graphic Design, The Art Institute of Atlanta-Decatur
Kayanna has been a member of the faculty of the Department of Graphic Design at The Art Institute of
Atlanta system for almost 20 years. Previously she taught at the University of Central Missouri and Georgia
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Southern University. The author of The Designer’s Guide to Print Production, she holds a Bachelor of Art
in Graphic Art from The College of the Ozarks and a Master of Science in Industrial Technology from the
University of Central Missouri.

Dave Peacock Designer & Adjunct Instructor, Seattle Pacific University
Dave is a designer and educator based in Seattle, Washington, where he operates a design consultancy
with a focus on branding, retail and digital initiatives for agencies, design firms and his own clientele.
Previously he was a Senior Designer at WONGDOODY, where he led projects for Alaska Airlines, T-Mobile,
Sierra Wireless and many others. An active member of the design education community, Dave is an
adjunct instructor at Seattle Pacific University, where he teaches courses in design, typography and
motion graphics. He also serves as Education Director for the Seattle chapter of AIGA, the professional
association for design.

Michelle Perham SOTA/Microsoft
As a SOTA board member, Michelle coordinates volunteers, manages finances, helps with programming
and with whatever else that needs to be done. In 2010, she coordinated Font Aid IV to raise funds for
earthquake victims in Haiti. For the past four year she has been part of the Typography group at M
 icrosoft.
Prior to that she worked on the InDesign team at Adobe. She fell in love with fonts while studying
typography at RIT.

Thomas Phinney Sr. Product Manager, Font Solutions, Extensis
Thomas Phinney is senior product manager for fonts and typography at Extensis, including the WebINK
web font solution, and treasurer of ATypI. From 1997–2008 he did type at Adobe, lastly as product manager for fonts and global typography. Thomas has long been involved in the design, technical, forensic,
business, standards and historical aspects of type. His typeface Hypatia Sans is an Adobe Original. Thomas
also writes for Communication Arts and other venues. As a type expert, he has testified in court and been
quoted in the news. Thomas has an MS in printing from RIT, and an MBA from Berkeley.

Nancy Rorabaugh Instructor Graphic Design,
The Art Institute of Atlanta-Decatur
Nancy has over twenty-five years of experience as an advertising art director In Atlanta, Georgia. She is
the recipient of numerous industry honors, including awards from Clio, the New York Art Directors Club,
ShowSouth, Print and CA magazines, as well as local and national Addys. Since joining the faculty of the
Art Institute of Atlanta in 1995, she has taught in the institute’s Graphic Design program, where she has
focused on typography and the critical role it plays in the design process. She developed an Intermediate
Typography course, which was introduced into the curriculum in 2003. Her recent contributions to AIA’s
program include revising the Advanced Typography course to better enhance students’ knowledge and
use of type to create a definitive Portfolio piece. Nancy is a board member of SOTA, and serves as chair of
the Education Committee.
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Anthony Rozak and David Rozak SUNY Buffalo
Anthony and David Rozak are a father-and-son team who have combined their professional experiences
in graphic design and molecular biology to improve the readability and manipulability of genetic code.
Anthony Rozak is an Emeritus Associate Professor of graphic design at the State University of New York
at Buffalo who designed a concept related alphabet as an alternative to the Roman alphabet while earning his MFA at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. David Rozak obtained his PhD in molecular
and cellular biology from the University of Maryland where he studied the impact of genetic mutations on
protein structure and function.

José Scaglione TypeTogether
José Scaglione is an Argentinian graphic and multimedia designer, and a graduate from the MA in Typeface
Design at the University of Reading, UK. He has worked in branding, editorial design and multimedia projects since 1995. He was co-founder of Vision Media Design Studio in Argentina and art director Multiplicity
Advertising and The Prepaid Press in the U.S.A.
José currently leads his own design studio, consults and lectures on typography and graphic communication matters. He also teaches typography at post-graduate level at the National University of Rosario. José
is a board member of ATypI (Association Typographique Internationale).

Juliet Shen Type Designer & Instructor of Typography,
School of Visual Concepts
Juliet has been a graphic designer for over thirty years, focusing on font design since earning an MA in
Typeface Design from the University of Reading in 2006. She teaches typography at the School of Visual
Concepts in Seattle and was the organizer of the Type Americana conference in 2010. Juliet’s font family,
Bullen, is published by Font Bureau. She has written for Glimpse Journal (issue 7, 2011) about designing
a custom Lushootseed font based on traditional Salish aesthetics that was converted into wood type by
the Hamilton Museum. She has also designed a custom font for Oxford University Press which is used in
primary education publications. Juliet serves as a SOTA board member and is co-chair of the Education
Committee. She has presented at TypeCon and ATypI conferences, Seattle Book Arts Guild, Type Americana, Hamilton Wayzgoose, and the Stabilizing Indigenous Languages Symposium. Other enduring interests include an ongoing 20-year printmaking project of annual Chinese New Year cards and the practice
Wu style tai chi.

Neil Summerour Positype
Neil Summerour is a type designer, lettering artist and designer based in Georgia. After graduating from
The University of Georgia with a BFA in Graphic Design, he soon found himself opening his own studio.
This evolved into a 10-year dance in the design, web and advertising world. In 2000, Neil opened his type
foundry, Positype, and has published over 70 typeface families and produced numerous custom typefaces
for clients worldwide. Neil has continued his commitment to education and fostering young talent as an
adjunct professor at The University of Georgia in Graphic Design and the Governor's School for the Arts.
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Tore Terrasi University of Texas
Tore Terrasi received a Masters of Fine Arts in Visual Design from the University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth, and his work and performances have been nationally and internationally exhibited, including
“Currents 2011,” the 2nd annual International New Media Festival in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and “L’Hybride
Cinema Les Mots S’Animent 2007 (The Words Animated/Animation and Typography)” in Lille, France — a
festival that exhibited international experimental typographic animated and video works.
Currently Tore Terrasi is an Assistant Professor of Art and Art History at the University of Texas at Arlington
where he teaches 2D and Digital design.

Guy Villa Adjunct Instructor, Design & Typography, Columbia College
Guy received a BFA in Graphic Design and Photography from the University of Illinois at Chicago. He
founded Guy Villa Design, a firm whose focus is editorial and identity design for not-for-profit organizations,
start-ups, and small businesses. Additionally, he teaches Design and Typography at Columbia College
Chicago. As a Platinum Winner, he was interviewed and featured in the Graphis Letterhead 7 book. He has
also been recognized by UCDA, Print Magazine, Print Retrospectives, GDUSA Annual and GDUSA Inhouse
Design. He speaks regularly at international conferences, most recently the 2011 Design Principles and
Practices Conference in Rome, Italy.

Brian Warren Butter Label /Ligature, Loop & Stem
Brian is a noted multi-disciplinary designer with nearly 15 years of experience designing and building for
the web. On top of his duties as a senior designer/developer at award-winning agency Happy Cog, he is
also one fourth of Butter Label and a partner in Ligature, Loop & Stem, makers of fine limited edition typographic miscellanea. Brian also helped build and launch Typedia, a community-driven shared encyclopedia
of Typefaces.
Brian originally started his undergraduate study as a student of theology, but he eventually found his calling in design. After devouring books on typography, working in the university printing press, and running
the yearbook staff, he graduated with a degree in graphic design.
When he is not nimbly walking the line between designer and developer, Brian enjoys coffee, photography,
brewing his own beer and hanging out with his amazing family.

Jim Wasco Monotype Imaging
Jim Wasco, a second generation lettering designer, began his lifelong passion for lettering when his father
taught him calligraphy at the age of 12. His father taught him about lettering, proper spacing, letter proportions and balance. It was this knowledge, along with his illustration skills, that formed the fundamentals for the California-based type design business he founded in 1974.
Jim transitioned to designing type on computers at SlideTek, and later spent 13 years in the Type Department at Adobe. Currently Jim is senior type designer at Monotype Imaging and works out of the Redwood
City office in California.
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Marcin Wichary Google
Marcin Wichary is a senior user experience designer and developer at Google. His latest projects include
Chrome, Google Instant, and Google’s real-time search; he also programmed the popular Google Pac-Man
and Jules Verne doodles. Marcin also spends a lot of time teaching and evangelizing HTML5, especially
from the standpoint of design and usability. After hours, he plays piano (really badly), takes photos, and
volunteers as a docent at the Computer History Museum.

Onur Yazicgil Sabancı University, Istanbul
Onur Yazıcıgil is a Turkish designer currently living and working in Istanbul. He received his MFA in visual
communications design from Purdue University where he researched the evolution of humanist and
grotesque types. At the present, he is a visiting assistant professor of typography and graphic design
at Sabancı University where he continues his research in typography, and has, most recently, completed
his second typeface Duru. His other interests include lettering and illustration, as well as the creative
use of OpenType programming. He is currently co-creator of the first Istanbul Type Seminars to be held
in September 2011.
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